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Validation of ｨ ｾ ｬ ｦ Ｍ ｣ ･ ｬ ｬ potential

data from 'bridge decks

Ping Gu", Paul Carter +, J.J. Beaudoin" and M. Arnott" suggest that a little more effort may

be necessary to provide assurances that conclusions drawn from such data are valid.

Table 1.

Half-cell potentlal reading, vs, CLllQuS04 ., .J, ,Expected corrosion activity

Less negative than -O.20DV "_;: 90% probability of no corrosion

Betweeli·O,200 V and -0.350'1,. :',
. An, Increasing probability of corrosion

More negatlve than ｾｏＮＳＵＰｖ ." 900/0prqbabllltyof corrosion

Introduction
Since the early 1980s, confidence In the use of half-cell

potential measurements for identification of corrosion

potential has evolved due to the success of bridge deck

corrosion surveysi" their simplicity and cost·effectlveness.

The half-cell method is used for condition assessment of

existing concrete structures. The data can be used to eco

nomically priorltlzlhtridges for repair and to predict future

infrastructure maintenance needs since the amount of cor

rosion usually increases in a predictable manner. An Indi

cation of the relative probability of corrosion activity is

obtained empirically through measurement of the potential

difference between a standard portable half-cell (a copper

copper sulfate standard reference cell is normally used for

portable field readings) placed on the surface of the rein

forced concrete deck and the reinforcing steel. The data

analysis guideline described in ASTM C876, provides gen

eral principles for evaluation of reinforcing steel corrosion in

concrete'. These are outlined in Table 1,

Problems with interpretation
A simple comparison of half-cell potential data with the

above ASTM guideline may not tell the whola story. For

instance, a more negative reading of potential in general is

considered to indicate a higher probability of corrosion.

This general 'rule' may only be valid in a comparison of

data in the same bridge deck. Comparing electrical poten

tial data from one bridge to another without validation with

corrosion (current) rate measurements could possibly lead

to misinterpretation. It was observed in a previous field sur

vey that more negative potential readings usually occur in

areas adjacent to expansion joints. These potentiai read

ings result from the anodic areas on the deck joint anchor

straps near the strap to deck joint weld locations, where the

cold joint between steel deck joint and concrete deck is

intercepted by the anchor strap reSUlting in localized high

exposure to chlorides and moisture. Therefore, these data

may not accurately represent the corrosion state of the

rebar below. This ambigUity can be easily avoided by vali

dation of corrosion activity using linear polarization mea

surements. Moreover, the data analysis of half-cell

potential measurements has become more complicated

due to advances in the repair and protection technologies

applied to bridges, Factors such as chloride or moisture

content and temperature are known to have a significant

influence on half-cell potential readlngsi". Steel fibre rein:

forcement, dense material overlays and concrete sealers

tend to make the potential measurement more difficult and

sometimes impossible. Cathodic protection systems and

previous repair patches etC. can also cause interference..

Therefore, confirmation with other non-destructive corro

sion rate determination methods Is necessary in evaluating

half-cell potential resuits.

Field study
A field study was recently conducted In Alberta to investi

gate the benefits of using linear polarization as a supple

mentary test to standard half-cell survey procedures.

Half-cell potential data obtained from eight bridges were

validated using a linear polarization technique by corrosion

scientists from the Materials Laboratory, Institute for

Research in Construction (IRC), National Research Council

Canada (NRCC) and bridge engineers from Alberta

Transportation and Utilities. This latter method is used to

quantitatively measure the steel corrosion rate of reinforced

concrete. Linear Polarization Instruments Including Gecor 6

(GEOCISA) and Rp Monitor (Cortest Columbus Tech. Inc.)

are based on the use of a 'guard ring' which confines the

polarized area of rebar so that the corrosion rate In an iden

tified location can be determined.

The efiect of a preVious deck repair patch on the half

cell potential readings is also of particular interest. The

effect could be to Increase or decrease the measured half

cell reading depending on the relative quality of the repair

patch versus the adjacent concrete and the external envi

ronment within which the patch is exposed. The importance

of supplementing the half-cell tests with additional corro

sion rate measurements is illustrated in the two extreme

cases described in the follOWing sections.

Case I - a dense repair patch in a relatively
poor concrete substrate
During a corrosion rate survey of a concrete bridge deck, it

was noticed that the half-cell potential reading (-0.301V) on

the patch was more negative than the area outside the

patch (-0.190 V) (Figure 1). Visual inspection of the bridge

deck noted that the concrete quality

was relatively poor, since noticeable

abrasive wear damage of the con

crete surface was observed. By cOn

trast, the repair patch appeared to be

in a good shape. This bridge was not

exposed to heavy traffic and de-icing

salt was occasionally being applied.

ｾ Materials Lab" Institute for Research in Construction. National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada.

+ Bridge Engineering Branch, Alberta Transportation, Edmonton, Canada.
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Lase 11 - a poor quality
repair patch in relatively
good quality concrete
This example was observed on a

bridge with a heavy traffic load

where de-icing salt was frequently

used. The concrete deck had a sur

face membrane, where the aggre

gates had been sprinkled into the

liquid pOlymer creating pinholes,
This allowed 'the membrane to

breathe making the half-cell poten

tial measurement possible. The

potential reading on the patch was 

0.545 V which was slightly more

negative than the area outside the

patch. -0,509 V, (see, Figure 3), The

Gacor 6 measurements, however,
revealed that corrosion rate of rebar

underneath the patch was 4,6 mNcm', i.e. 20 times high

er than the rate in the location outside the patch (0,16

mNcm' ) regardless of the close values of half-cell poten

tial. The patch material was mQIe,jlQfous than the adjacent

concrete with membrane, Their elec

trical resistance vaiues are 1.0 kn

and 2.5 kn respectively, The poor

patching material ailowsohloride ion

to diffuse to the rebar surface easily.

Accumulation of chloride in the

patch area makes the rebar embed

ded underneath a iocal 'anodic area'

where rebar corrosion Is preferential

(Figure 3). The eiectrons produced

at the anode are then consumed by

oxygen reduction at local 'cathodic

areas' i.e. most possibly on the sur

face of the rebar embedded outside

the patch area. Low electrical resis

tance of the bridge deck may explain

the small difference in half-cell

potential between the patch area

and the area outside the patch. The

very negative half-celi potential

reading (-0,509V) recorded outside

Current density

Figure 2. Evans diagram showing the effect of oxygen ｣ ｯ ｮ ｣ ･ ｮ ｾ

tralion on values of ｨ ｡ ｬ ｦ ｾ ｣ ･ ｬ ｬ potential readings (redrawn from

Reference 5.).

The danse repair patch limils

oxygen avallabillty to lha rabar

surface resuiling In a more

negative half·cell polential

reading.

The repair patch is (ali!tlvely

more porous than ｾＸ ｾｾｬｳｴｊｮｧ

concrete ellowing more
chloride penelra/lonlO the
rabar surface beneath, IlIllultlng

in rabar corrosion.

22.1 kQ

-O.fj45 V

4.61JAlcm2

-0.:301 V

0.02 IJAlcm l

4,67 kn

. -0.509 V

0.161JAlcm2

Half-cell potential -0.190 V

Corrosion rale 0.07 IJAlcm2

Concrete resistance:

Concrete resIstance: II 2.5 kO 1.0 kO

Half-cell potentlal

Corrosion rate

Rebar

\

Figure 1. Dense repair patch in relatively poor concrete.

The more negative potential reading, in accordance with

the general guideline for data interpretation, would suggest

a high probability of corrosion activity underneath the patch

material. However,a corrosion rate measurement using

Gecor 6 indicated a slightly lower corrosion rate (0.02

ｾｎ｣ｭＧＩ of the rebar underneath the patch than the corre

sponding rebar underneath the concrete outside the patch

(0.07 ｾｎ｣ｭＧＩＬ The corrosion rate measured on the patch is

three times smaller even though a more negative half-cell

potential reading (-0.301 V) was measured on the patch

surface compared to the reading on the surface, outside the

patch (-0.190).

A possibie explanation of the half-cell potential differ

ence is the lower oxygen concentration at the steel-patch

interface compared with that in the existing concrete. The

patch material is denser than the existing concrete and

their eiectricai resistance values were measured at 22.1

kW and 4.67 kW respectively. The half-cell potential of the

rebar is affected by the oxygen concentration at the

rebar/concrete Interface. High concrete resistance is asso

ciated with iow permeability of oxygen resuiting in a more

negative half-cell potential as illustrated in Figure 24
• This

explains the observation of a more hegative potential read

ing recorded on the patch than that recorded on the surface

of the adjacent concrete. This difference In the half-cell

potential in the patch area versus the area outside the

patch is not indicative of the extent of rebar corrosion.

Figure 3. Poor repair patch in relatively good quality concrete.
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-0.545 V

The negatlYe helkell ｰ ｯ Ｇ ･ ｮ ｾ ｡ ｬ

signal provldea corrosion
Iniomultlon althe raber
beneath the patch.

/
,I
" II,

• 25kn I1III1 " kn

·0.509 V
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The negative ｨ｡ｬｦｾ･ｬｬ potential

signal Is maMnly contrlgbilted to
by l;ol'l'ooad area benoath the
patch. ".', J

the patch Is mainly a result of sig
nals from the corroded area (rebar
beneath the patch) since the poten
tial signals tend to spread out fur
ther when the concrete resistivity is
relatively smali as depicted in
Figure 4.

Summary
Rebar surface corrosion is com
plex. It is apparent that the lmilor

mlty of the repair mortar or
concrete is one of the factors that
affects rebar surface corrosion. In
general, comparison of the dlffer
Mces In the hail celi potential
across a structura or an area of

the bridge deck Is more indicative Figure 4. ｈ｡ｬｦＮｾｾ ｐｬｊｴ･ｾｴｩ｡ｬ measure ."ent on low resistance concrete.
of the level of corrosion activity :)1,' ｉＢｾＬ , '!il'!, '
than absolute values'. For exam- ' ":i,

pie, a variation of 100 mV (from - ,;

150 mV to -250 mV) in half-celi potential reading may; , ' '
Indicate more ｡ｾ･Ｇｔ･｢｡ｲ corrosion at a given deck loca-' '
tion than another location with only a 30 mV variation:,
(from -250 mV to -280 mV), Interpretation of rebar corro-,

sion only from the 'absolute' hail-cell potential guidelines
may be misleading engineers and cause errors in judg
ment if other factors are not taken into account.,
Validation of the conclusions drawn from the half-cell
potential data by corrosion rate measurements would
appear prudent. A Iiltle more effort may be necessary to
provide assurance that conclusions are valid.
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